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ABSTRACT.
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success in teaching from the perspective of the teacher.A
elementary and secondary teachers was copducted using
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cognitive, affective, or other. Responses were, judged
pupil learAing was indicated as a sign of successful
affective rating was used when responses indicated
attitude or feeling .that occurred within the classroo
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levels. Regardless of teaching level, most ,teachers d
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defined success in the classroom from a unique-perspective that.
research has yet to explore. _It is proposed that, by. paying more
attention to the needs of-preserviceiand inservice teachers for
success, teacher edacation prograMS might provide models of teacher
behavior in the classroom that evoke positive student response.
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-Educational researchers have been trying for years
to define successful teaching, but this short:report

,

---ihdlcatesthat their concept of success may be-At odds
::withthat of teachers'. The ERIC Clearinghouse on
Teacher Education is publishing this current issues
-paPertostitulate discussionon. the important topics of
teachereffectiveness-and process-product research, and

ad.another clue,to the mystery, of teacher burneut%
Of the ratter, it seems obvious that feelings of success
wirl,enhance self-esteem and self-confidence, which'in
turn will reduce harmful stress. Researchers, teacher
educatorg, And -school administrators are encouraged to
investigpte and capitalize on the untecedentsfor
success as teacheri define the tert.
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TEACHERS' CONCEPTIONS OF THEIR OWN SUCCESS-.:

What is it about teaching that- makes teachers feel
successful? Physicians achieve witness when they cure
patients or ease their discomfort if incurable, For _lawyers, success is even more obvious as often it is ..:

couched-in terms of "winning" or "losillg" the case or a
favorable:ruling on.a point ©f law.. Do teachers
experience. the kinds of success that doctors, lawyers).
and other professionals have? HoWdo teachers find or
achieve success when'they teach?

Surprisingly, rew researchers have questioned how
teachers define_successAn their daily lives.. Some
mythS abound,r,for example, secondary teachers perceive-
everything,' including success, in terms of content;
elementary teachers, in -terms of skills or the ghild's
development. Researchers have concentrated- on variables
that ,describe the'e-eacher, including their self- concepts
,(Seaton. et al. 1978), their success oriehtatims-
c(ceisiar 19T9), and the likel(Dunkin and Biddle 4974),
and they have attqmpted t:o link such variables to

.

teacher behaviors in the classroom (process) :and to the
1:iroduction of gains in student learning (product)-.
'Hence, teachers have been defined as "successes" for,,
erforming appropriately or for producing student
earning gains. In each of these instances, the

researcher`, not the teacher, -has determined the criteria
fdr success. Evertson and her Colleagues (1975)
reported that highly successful teachers (as determined'
by student gain),were not very. different from the less"
successful ones in the accuracy of reporting their
classroom behavior. The question essentially remains,
is the teacher's definition of success congruent.with'
the researcher's? From,the perspective of the teacher,,
this report -emplores the question of what constitutes
success in teaching,
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a sense, the research descr .might Se thought
of as a step toward. providing an intentionalist account
of teaching, as explained by Fenstermacher(1979).
Accoding to his view, "the researchers' attentions
would turn to the subjectively reasonable beliefs that
teachers. already hold. Anexamination of these beliefs
and the study of evidence bearing upon them would become
the plitiating focus-for teacher effectiveness research"
(p. 169). Fenitermacher anticipates the demise of
attempts to convert the-results of prb.cess-product
research to rules for effeetive.teaching, and notes that-

. "it would be wise to leaen something about the
subjectively reasonable' beliefs of teachers."

Harr4-and Secord (1972)A .Whose,position parAlels
.. = i

Fenstermacher's, believe that vthe things people-say
about ,themqelves and other people-should be taken as
seriously as reports of data relevant to phenomena that
really exist and which-are relevant to the explanation
of behavior",(p 7). .

c

A related, tmt conceptually-different, approachto
the mental life tifthe teacher was set forth by Shdlman
and-his aAlleagues (Shulman and Elst.ein 1975; Shulman
and Lanier 1977). who noted that-research ;Ipically
slights the problem of how teachers thinkikbout their
pupils and instructiOnal problems. Shulman argued that
a key issue for reaearchilon_teaching is the relationship
between teacher behaVior:an teacher thought.

In a different context,_ now (1974) also stressed
ale importance of.investigat s-taking detailed account
of what subjects think about during experiments on
teaching. He stIggested that even if a researcher has to:
use artificial experimental cOnbitions, the study
designed to include a'comparison group in which subjects

..

allowed "to perform in their own idiosyncratic ways
may be enlightening" (p. 279):

.-,-,

This brief account examines with evidence the
adequacy of the process-product approach to research on
.teaching that has dominated the past decade. Our study
follows others that have departed from typical

.process-product research methodologies to explpre
teachers and teaching through less conventional means.
For example, sociologist Daniel Lortie (1'975) used a .

number of sources and strategies to collect information



on'"teaching work" and the "outlook" of teachers. He
halyzed historical reviews, local and national survey
he research of Others, and content from interviews.

Lortie found that the sentiments-of teachers reflected
their daily tasks. and tpe realities of classroom life
(pp, 184-85). Among ps?cholegists who have addresped
the 6roblems of teaching and teachers., David Hunt (1976)
took serious and continuing account of the teachers'
perspective. `According to Hunt, it is important to .do
so "not only for communication but especially in
attempting toimpletent a program" (p 215)'. If
explicit attention ls not given to the :characteristics
of the teacher, changes or -adopt,iOn of new procedures
may not tie-instituted because they may 'be too far-odtof
line with teachers' ideas.and attitudes. Hunt conceived
of both teaching and the study of teaching as
understanding persons-in-relation. He has used his
ideas in conducting research it ,school settings where-
teachers are his colleagues andekuals.

Whether other researchers of teaching will follow
Hunt's lead Is debatable., More important is-that people
other than researchers are paying attention to the
eneralizations fcomprocess-product research about
eaching and teachers, and some of-these.:geferallzations
are being put to use without adequate consideration of
their liNited scope. _Unlike Hunt's work, eeldom have
these studies considered the teachers' perspectives in
the data collected.. When they have, the consequences
for the researcher have sometimes been a surPrisg, as is
the 'case in this paper. '

For the most part, the teacher's perspective has
been ignor --research-and policy questions both are
decided a ifthat variable &les not exist. Recent
calls fo accountability,and commipsions on competency
exemplify the_scant attention paid to the teacher's
perspective. Some years ago,-Jackson (1968) questioned'
the existence of "engineering" approaches to teaching
and the study of teaching. For him', teaching was an ,

opportuniatic process; seasoned teachers seize any
opportunity for students' benefits. qackson
distinguished between the teacher's ,ultimate and primary'
concerns. Ultimately, a teacher is concerned about the
learning of pupils in his or her class, Put primarily



the teacher's "attention is on the activ-i.tfes and.tasks_
that achieve And maintain student involvement. This
distinction is important and will be diScussed following
the description of our study.of teachers' perspectives
of success.

!2.1sg.round on-A_Study of Success

This research projet grew from a previous attempt
by Harootunian (1980) to ascertain observable teaching
be ors.that differentiate a.teacher's best and worst
teat ing, s defined by the teacher. In this pilot
study', once a-Week for 10 weeks, each teacher audiotaped
a lesson being taught that was at least a half hour
long. 'The only variable of any consequence that even
hinted ai,a distinction between the most successful=
lesson and'the least successful one was humor.. The
highcst.rated lesson had more humor. This and other
results suggested that teachers were judging their
practice being criteria that were not readily
observable... _

Humor was the only one of several comparisons'that
showed a signil-iCant diff;rence. HoWeVer, humr has-not
been an important variable in 'the research literature on
teaching. Although-it may have been-,4 chance
occurrence, the fact that huMor was the only difference
between these teachers' twojextrtme teaching episodes

`made us more curious to find out_what internal criteria
the teachers used in judging themselves.

Methodologically, a number-of trade-offs came into
play. We Wanted any discovery-not only to have adequate'
scope, but also to be_of sufficient depth. To satisfy
both, we deckled to conduct the study of two phases: In

the first, we used a questionndire-survey to a large
sample of teachers; in the-secOnd, we interviewed at
length 50 of those t.eaChers about their success ,s:.

Phae One:' The-Questionnaire

Participating teachers in
members of one sch

he-study were all
drying a predominantly



-white., middle ,to lower class pbpulation 'The sample
inclpded-82-elementary, 88 junior. high, nd 67 high
school teachers for a total population 237, The
teachers ranged in experience from one 39 yeansw!ith_
an average_ (median) of'12.1 years.,

The most important item on 'the ilue is nnaire asked
_ teachers'eb list; any events -ei:their,te 'iling-that they
regarded as successes. There,wpre_nde pectations-Of
whit or how many,events should' be fisted. ;n addition,

mographic'information on the reSpondents regarding
teaching level, years of experience, etc., was
collected The ladt it,e'M asked if the respondentiwould-
be willinig,t0 be_interyieved pout their, responses.

An unstructured questionnaire on teaching success
was found in the earlier stud.' to be the most feasible,
method=of eliciting the kinds of informatiOn deeded. _We

. lefiTlhe instrument unstructured because we.thought that
a atructere4 questionnaire_ might suggest responses that
were not representative of teachArs' thinking.

As thepurppse of the study and the directions were
explained, the rea tions of teachers to the
questionnaire-were -arced, but four kinds ofneactions
yere readily observed: Some teachers set about the task
'of- listing 'their successes immediately, others stared
into space for several minutes before beginning, while
others joked among themselves saying that,success was
being able to "make it through the dayd-and asking, " w
do you spell SUCCESS?" Teachers -displaying ,one of these
three behaviors eventually engaged in the task.

The fourth reaction was the continued staring into
,sPace,,staring at(the_paper and starting to-write only
to pUll the pencil away from the paper. At first, we-
thought these teachers needed-additionil'directions or
that they 'preferred not to participate-in the study.-'
When asked,, however; each responded that he or sty .

simply could not think of any sdcOessim_the cla room.
Each was sincere and gpp2ared to-be mentallY'searching.

-for. even a, single memory,of a successful event. Onee
elementary, fLye junidr high,,and 11 high school
teachersgthade up this fourth group,'all of whom'
willingly_ provided.respOnses to the other questions.

'- The content of the re ponses- was Analyzed and
categorized according to -several criteria--cognitive,

r " _



affectivei,or other; pdpil, self, or other. The
frequencies of different responses, r= well the

initial'-response, were analyzed se:Innately.' Five data
'tables Are reported in the appendix.

She mean numbei' of -sucovsles listed by the total:
saMple of teachers was 4.46. Elementary 'teachers were

the most'articulate with a mean of 4.96 successes
listedthe mean for high school teachers was 3,75, and
Tor...junior high teachers was 4:53.- The.differences
between senior high teacheri and eleMentary teachers
,could not be explained-by chance, indicatinthat the
former'group-defined Iesssuccesq in teaching than
elementary.and junior high teacheios. Why this is-so is
open to speculatipn. (See-Table 1.) -

Next, the teachers' responses'were categorized
according to whether tip source of success was- the
child,'self, other, or none.- Examples 'of responses

(categorized .as "child" were "enthusiasm of my kids.,"
"pupil's, grasping -an objective," "kids listening."'
Responses under "self': included "enjoy teaching of a
very difficult concept" or "if 'I feel at the end of the

week not too far behind." Responses for 'other" are
exemplified by "response and enthusiasm-by.parents" or
?tahen no one rticognizes student, of mine as special

ed." "None" meapt there-was no written response.
Regardless of teaching level, most teachers defined

their success in terms of their pupils' behaviors.rather
than themsel'ves or other criteria: The mean numben of
success responses.thal Could be*Categorized under
"child" was 3.22 for elementary, 3.14 for junior high,
and 3 -A0 for high school, teachers. These'averages
indicate that the differences among the three levels of
teachers are chance fluctuations. (See Table 2.)

We also classified the success .responses according
to cognitive, affective, or other categorieS. Resptinsese

were judged cognitive when learning was indicated, Such

as "students learning to read successfully," and "good

grades on quizzes and tests." An affective rating was
used when responses '-indicated an attitude or feeling
that occurred-within the. Classroom, as "positive student
attitude," and "applause after have read the students.

a story." Other was used when responses did nqt fit the
first-two classifications, such-__s, "parent.
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recognition," and "compliments from other teachers."
The affectiVe categigry yielded the highest numbOr of
responses- across all grade leve16. 1,(See Table 3.)

Assuming that a teacher's initial response might
a better index of what that teacher` egarded as a

1/2

successful event, we carr;iel.,,out a-separate analysis for
such responses-categorized 41level of teaching Usihg
the same-categories esfOr the- siource of success (child,
self, other, or none), we found important differences
only.in the self and none categories.. (See Table 4.)
Elementary. teacherstended to define success more in
terms of: themselves, while', ligh school teachers did. not.
.AlSo, high school teachers were. overrepresented under.
none, while elementary teachers were underrepresented.
.76e-last finding remains the major reason for-the
significant differenCes when the responses are.
Categorized as affective, cognitive, other, or none
since the,same indidivuals are, of course, involved.
(See Table 5.) The f011OWing list gives the initial
written responses -of_the 24 teachers whose interview
data are reported in the next section:-

"Student enthusiasm."
"Being in a good mood.."
"See readiT3 scores_ in June higher than in
`September,"

"When the class is paying attention."
"Having a lesson run smoothly."
"Students pay attention when they see you are

ready."
"Feedback from children."
"Student enthusiasm."
"Good organization."
"Students respond in class by asking
questionS, answering- questions, etc

"Oneto-one basis with students."
"Smiling faces." . -

"When student's respond freely in a discussion
and the mood is cooperative."

"Willingness of students. to get involved in
classroom discussions."

"Responses from students that show
enthusiasm."



"When students raiaa their grade after
testing."

"Children excited about a lesson "
"StUdent appreciation."
"Positive feedback:from students."
"Firmness, but fairness with students."
"When children in my top reading class show
evidence they are finally_ reading with more
depth and sophistication, I feel great."

"Children who relate the teaehing to everyday
incidents and report back howthe teaching
meant something' in that incident."

"Children's enthusiasm."
"Student Teels,he has learned something."

Analyses. were carried out to deter ine if length of,'
teaching experience was relatd to the type and nuffiber

..of initial successes, In the total. sample, length- of

teaching experience was found-to 'relate negatively to
the number of successes. (p < Al )., but these results were-,

Confounded by teaching level, Median number of years
teaching-for the elet-tentary teachers' was abOut 13.5; .for

junior high, 8,4; for senior high, 15.2.: Separate
analyse6 by level revealed no significant relationships
between lengthof teachinjg and number of successes.
Although-these data are ambiguous at best, they provide

a hint of support for .the phenomenon of teacher. .burnout

among novice.teachere,i'lFrom-our data, level'of teaching

seemed to be amore important factor related to success
than number.of years of teaching per se, but the issue

iS'not clear.
7
he question of changesin success over

time is considered in the next section.
In suit, the results of the questionnaire survey

yielded surprises in what they showed and 44,11at they'did

not show. The commonly held belief that secondary.
teachers think of. success primarily as cognitive or

subject matter achievement was-not supported;at least

not in how these teachers conceived of their success.

Also, why the-elementary teachers defined more successes

is open to speculation. Perhaps elementary bchOol
children have more opportunity to succeed, and as they

grow older the opportunities decline for judging.

successful teaching. This explanation would be



reasonable .if teachers' success instances were
predotinantly cognitive but in this study the highest,
frequency of r onse occurred in the affective

lit
category. 'Perh ,, that result reflects siMply the
longer time ele tart' teachers spend with their
classesi or the greater enthusiasm and lack of
inhibition younger children Wiibit't Both of theSe
interpretations are sheer speculation and need to be
studied further. .

. .

The evidence from thiS study - clearly showed that
classroom teachers at all levels define success in
different ways from researchers and policy maker's who
study. effective teaching.' As Jackson (1968) aptly'
stated, teachers are concerned about the "stylistic
qualities of their own performance as much as in °whether
specific goals were reached and specifid objectives
attained" (p. 166).

Although it was less clear from the responses a_
not readily apparent, the task of: defining success
teaching was not-easy for most of the teachers, and it
seemed that few of them had giverrit much thought.. This
last finding by itself has .implications for teacher
education and teacher development. For example, Sparks
andHammond.(1981)-advocate a stress reduction technique
wereby teachers discuss their successes,in small
groups. Such discussions lead to better selfawareness.
of the positive things that occur in their classrooms.

Phase Two: The Interviews

To attain a deeper understanding, of teachers''
perspeetives of their success in the classroom, we
interviewed 50 of the teachers who answered the
questionnaires. The results:reported here are from 2
of the interviews,:allpf which were conducted by the
second author of this'report. All-,of the teachers knew
her as coordinator of.the local teacher center, but she

was not involved with any of them An a supervisory or
evaluative capacity.

The interviews consisted of a series of open-ended'
queStions to probe how teachers viewed success. All
interviews were audiotaped in the teachers' reSpectiv
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classrooms or a quiet place in their school during a
time. when they were not dirgctly interacting With
stUdentS, Thedvration' of theSe interviews:varied

A .

-considerably. What followSare the noteworthy resul
from nalyses of these sessions.

After brief small talk to break the ice, the
interviewer gave the teacher his'or her questionnaire .

and asked IV ihything needed to be changed, deleted-, Or
elaborated. Eleven: teacher's reaffirmedtheir_ esponses
without change, while a few others restated their
original responses in different words. For example; one
teacher's originaldefipitioo of success was, "See
reading_ scores in Jurie are higher than in September."
In the interview, this response was expressed, more
abstractly as, "student progres8." Essentially the

interviews confirmed the findings of the questionnalri
data in terms of initial teacher response, which were
reported-Vgrbatim'previously.

Another question asked about the differences
between,a teacher's definitions of success at the
beginnTng orthe teaching career and the diy of thg
interview. A .few themes emerged. that support a
developmental stage hypothesis of how teachers change
ith experienbe. >The answers demonstrated that a
teacher changes from being concerned with survival and
pr.pocCupation-with hir- or herself to possessing
confidence in knowintwhgt. to do. ,Watts (1980) noted,.
"beginning teachers, by4pnd large, are rigid, insecure,
intimidated by Students, other teachers and their own
expectations," and master teachers possess confidence`,'
ease, insights into chikdrtn, and organizational and
management teqhniques: The following excerpts from thA
interviews/mirror what Watts found:

"Each year I have improved; more

organizednow."

"I floundered. Taught .everything

whole class. General problems. No

individuals. NoWIYm more aware of'how to
help and ormaterials. My.priorities are
different --they used to be control; now I know
what I-can do best.. Lots of oneto-bne."
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"6uacesslis more defined and long-range
now, I can better define m own teaching and
rely on myself pow."

"First .couple of years I was more
aocerned with overall clan scores on tests,
results of group. Also more concerned about
myself. Now I look more to individual student
and less at self."

."More confidence now. Five changed what
I do, teach- different things now. I accept
that you can't reach all children 100 per
cent."

"I had no student teaching--it was sink
or swim. I spent more time on materials and
les8 on students and was more self-conscious

-about beiig lilted. Doesn't. matter now."

"At-first Iididn't'hear individual
responses from 30 et4dyils 4J1 a large
classroom. Now I wor m ore with individual
students so I gel more feedback."

"Before, I gave information. Now, I need.
to teach Skills of boW child dap find
infarmation for self."

"Years ago I talked, to the lan_er group.-,
Now I'm more .concerned with individual_
learning, chatting; I'm less aloof,m

We do not wish to leave the reader wit4 the
impression that we; got a perfect fit with daveloprdentaI
stage theory, as less then five teachers gave unique
responses. For example,'ane teacher'stated that all
years were equally successful and were the. same.

Another replied that:the."kids you succeed with are the
same-as when you firit start teaching and so are the
'failures."

From these red ponces, there appear to be three



major shifts in the definition of success As teach
gain in experience. One is an increased focus on he

individual learner and less on the group as a. whol
second reflects an increase irNeaching skills; ma y
teachers noted that they possessed more and higher
levels of teaching techniques, and one teacher commented
on having a "'bag of tricks now.' .the last' shift comes
in the teacher. Teachers alluded to their greater'
confidence, flexibility, and sensitqity; they had
changed, And their perSpective of success shifted-
accordingly.

To clarify what the teachers:meant lu success, we
asked them to specify and give examples of their lack of
uccess, or unsuccessful events', in their teachifng. Ten

o the,24-: teachers defined lack of success as not
re ching the pupils. This result-is consistent with the
questionnaire findings in that, if success is defined as
the nvolvement of students, then lack of succes/ s,occurs
WhOn tudents do not respond. lkiterestingly, seven
teache s defined lack, of succeTs s a child with a
behavio or discipline

4
problem in the cuss. From the

definiti_ns, itwould appear that_ success is not'defined
as the absence of discipline or ehavior problems,,but
their presence indicates a lack of/success, For another

,

seven teachers, lack of sued wq /s defined as failure
Of therir students to perform a5i.' achieve cognitive goals.
ain, success is net defined as performance or

achievement, but the obverse7-failur0--defines lack of
success .in C-- classroom.

04. The quesjon, "how can teachers attain greater
successT"geherated the greatest variety of answers.
The overwhelming response (every teacher except one

': Mentioned it) was more and be ter instru tional
materials, but this focus on materials a ould not be
overstated; it was ourlsense.that teacher would not
assign their highest Priority to the acqU ,sition of
materials!. As'Oneteacherut it, '"Ma ials help, but
are not essential." -Others,notedthat theyineeded to
use their materials differently or needed help in
developing new materials.

Although :not the fi st response, halt of the
teachers mentioned suppo-t, understanding, feedback, and
help from administrator as important. Eight of the 24

12



suggested that support and more contact with colleagues
would lead to more success in teaching', and five thong
that support from parents might be-beneficial.

The teacher's responses, are important. for what they
did_not mention. Only two of the 2L mentioned reduced

( _

dor'limite class size as a factor in sucgeasful
teaching, o_e teacher mentioned a more flexihle
curriculum,,.andnd one talked aboUt wagesor houns as
success factors. The,_list of items the teacher did not
mention is infinite and includes behavioral objectives,
value clarification, self.aWarehess experiencesa'etc.

t seems' clearly apparent that these '-
ring success in,the classroom rom'
hat research has yet to explain.

From the respons0s,
teachers'were'consid_
a unique perapectiv

The ineyftable response of our teacher sample to
the question of how they felt when-they were
unsuccessful was stated as, "anger!" "frustration',"

"withdrawn," "disappointment,"'"tension," "anxiety,"
"discouraged;' "tired," and so on, while the consequences
of success le to.words like "happy," "feel good,"
"satisfied,' " xhilarated," "elated," "at ease, "lots
of energy," "v y positive," and so on: These results
are neither ne tior surprising; the' point is that
Oositiye feelings can likely occur or inoreasewhen all
concerned have a better gra* on the anteceds for
these feelings. That grasp 'requires knowing what is
going on inside to teacher as well as inside the
classroo

t

Implications ton the Study and Practice'
of Teaching .

One rather obvious app ication of the results of
the evidence collected for this report would be in the
school' setting. It seems apparent that teachers need
bpportpni.ties4o experience, recognize, and share more
short-term, or even daily, success in their classrooms.

ReseXchers have-been defining teacher success (or
effectiveness, to use7their label) in terms of .irriate

concerns {. bit they have paid scant attention to the
teacher's primary concerns (Jacks/5h 1968). In defining
the,tasks of teachers, this research suggests the



ne ,toto have indices, of success that .reflect the
prim ry concerns or teachers to achieve and maintain"'

4 .

stud 'nvolvement.

-Improvements and developments in :tearing cannot be
.based solely on the assumption that teachers are a breed
apart who are Willing to deny gratification, that they
view suEcess only as.long-term- student Achievement.:
Quite-the.contrary, our results_ indicate that teachers'
define t4ir- primary-tasks as successful when other
people (Aually students) smile, praise, or reward them
in some way. . The lack of congruence'between what
teachers need and, the increasing emphais on teacher's
performing in specified ways are likely to prod )ice
increasein teacher stress and burnout . ,

If we have -perceived correctly what the teachers. in
our .study have said,the-maintenance of pupils'

,

involvement in what is being taught is one of the
.crucial tasks by which teachers judge their,succAss.
One implication ,is that eaching tasks revolving around
pupil involVement are pre Aquisites to all other tasks
confronting the teacher', ncluding large group
instruction, and minimizi disruptive behavior. Until=
recently- proceSa7product _esearch has said little aboUt
pupil,involveMent, and the importance of such
involvement, although obvious to teachers, has_

,.a relatively unstudied phenomenonts.Medley and Crook
. pointed out, npupilLearnirig-resultSfrom -pupil
behavioru,(1980, p. 299) and, to understand. and clar fy
teaching -, educator's need to find out what kinds of.
teacher-behavior affect pupil behav ;or that results in
learning In other:words, the link between what ,

teaChers"do and ,their ultimate concerns (pupil learning)
Occurs'indirectly through the primary,conCerns
(pupil involvement,-pupil.behOdor). Both teacher
education,and research on teaching need to address this
-connection more specifically, both because the linkage
is essential from Itheacher's perspective and because
it makes sense if 'the_complexities of.teaching are going
to be unraveled.: .. .

.

The,. ecology of teaching has been put out of balance
by various' movements-that have_Aeized-teacher education
in recent years. The issue is. not that,teaching
inductively, or learning by discovery, or,competency-



based teacher P .ication and.o her such approaches are
appropriate or inappropriate, but rather that these,
approaches usuallYhave been carried out'with disregard
for or ignorance of their effects on teachers. : The
unintended OnTquences of these movements have not been
fully realtz :. Forexample, if people choose teaching
because theyl-ke to talk or see children smile, or
because they want to be like one of,tha_r teachers, and
these individuals are treated as not having these or
other characteristics, then teacher education will
contiye. to',ignore the needs of its ciienirs. Almost two
decades ago, Travers wrote, "Teachers do not change
their ways of behaving simply by being told that
learning would proceed with greater-efficiency if they
behaved differently" (1962, p-. V9). Our research lead's

.

usto-'propose that bytpaying Moro) attention to the needs
Of preService and inservice stud4lIts, teachereducation
programs might provide models of teacher behavior in tht
'classroom, J

A final implication for'teaChing And teacher
education focuses on the concept of teacher development.
Two distinct paths of devNment were "evident in our. , ,

study. First, ourdata And :hose of other researchers
owed tht teaching can beconceived as stages or

phases of development. These stages' range according to
experience :ram survival as,d,nOvice teacher to
self-actualization as an expert:teaoher.:' Secondvone of
th6 tasks for teacher educati:Okandresearch on teaching
is to map and u e these levelS'OT teacher development to

(
foster teacher plprovement, The. existence of varying
levels of deve opment means that teachers. need different ,--
treatment in inservice programs. This requirement seems
so obvious, but yet it isso difficult, to put into
practice. The deVelopment from thesurvfval level of

-,the beginning teacher'intot,he expert or master teacher
is °a difference for which teacher edUcatien must make
explicit provisions. Hunt (1976)-proposed one way of
accommodating these, ifferences across all levels - He

.suggested °optimal mismatch" as n_ developmental
strategy, through which the tr'ainin&thvironment focuses
just above the level at which someone functions most
'comfortably.: In such a'mismatch, the /teacher can

, function satisfactOrily, but is "pulled" toward the



higher developmeritl level. However, rega ding Hunt's
-optimal smatch,,we are also mindful of tern's caveat:

While it may be true that pearls come from
aggravated oysters, you can only get milk from
,contented cows. Pearl's and milk each have'
their uses, and'people will:continue to
exercise their preference for one or the
other,. but it would be a pointless exercise of
freedom to insist on milking oysters.,
(1961, p. 728.)-

Whatever the appropriate'match between development
and trainfng, sufficient evidence from our study
suggests that a teacher's- developmental phase is likely
to relate t'o' his or her efforts to respond to pupil
needs. The fact that teachers perceive themselves to be
more successful over time presents an optimistic outlook
for teaching and te cher education.

To (fluote Jackson, e path of educational progress
more closely resembles the flight of 4 butterfly than
the flightof a bullet " (p. 166-67). Researdi'ion

.teaching might well ike'41dvised to bite the bullet and
acquire butterfly nets. With 'these, they can chase the
elusive, individual characteciStic8.that teachers'
'consider tobe marks ofsucces,,ful-teaching. That
knowledg liould'proVide food for- thought when decisions
are made- o,change teaching, the study of teaching, and
the prep ition of teachers.
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Teacher
Level

:.lementary 82

Junior High 88:

Senior High 67

-Kean

14.96

4.53

*Senicir.High mean differs
mean (t= 2.36, df='153; p

6.88, df=. 147, p < .01

'differences.

Standard'
Deviation

-1-70

98

ignificantiy.fromjUnior High
.05) and fromeMentark mean
No otherignificant

TABLE 2
Means* for Suctess Responses

in Child Category
.

Teache-
Lave/

Elementary 81

Mean

3.22

Standard
Deviation

1.81

L-77

5enior- High 56 2.214

*No significant dif 'erences between means 71) &.05)':



TABLE 3
Means for Success Responses

in Affective Category

'Teacher
Level

Mean °Standard
Deviation

Elementary '148

nipr )High 56

.88

3.68

1.62'

1.70

2.03

differences between means (p 1 .05).

Frequency
as Child,

TABLE 4
of Initial Responses.
Self, Other, or !Tone

Teacher.
Level

First
Child

Su_ccess Response
Self

N %

-Elementary 63 77

_ v

68 77unior High

Senior High

8

52 78 2-

*Chi square to test = independence between. teacher- level.
and response category i§.18;.82. df: 6, p <.01.



TABLE 5
.

Frequency! of Initial Responses
as Affective, CoAnitive, Other, or None

First Success Res onse
Teacher Affective Cognitive Other None
Level N % N % N % N %

Elementary

Junior High

Senior_ High

63 77 15

57 65 19

47 70 7

18 3

22 7

10 2

4 1 1

8 5 6

3 11 16

!Chi square to test independence between teacher level
and .responSe' category is- 18.33, p < .01.


